Name

Backup
Heads

Raes Light
Armor

Arimer v1.0

Chromala

Crystal
Gazers

Ebony Rose

Elemental
Magic v1.0

Khata-Rae

Naiads v.1.5

VIR Wood
Elves

Category

Heads and
Hair

Armor

Races

Races

Races

Races

Races

Races

Races

Races

Link

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-42-3320

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-4-10628

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-7081

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-7086

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-10376

Author

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Date

Description

2009-05-12
09:50:18

This is a simple little mod. All I've done
is to take all the original heads and hairs
from Bethesda and given them a new
name (put in bck instead of b_n) and
saved it. It has been cleaned with
TESAME and should not conflict with
any other mod out there unless they
should al...

2006-06-17
00:00:00

WARNING: Do not use this mod if you
object to bright colors, nothing even
vaguely resembling lore or Barbie Doll
nudity. You have been warned ^_^
There are a bunch of funny looking
ladies running around Morrowind (and
expansions) with a bunch of different
pieces of ...

2012-07-26
19:15:50

The Arimer, or Sky Elves, are the
descendants of the few Chimer Azura did
not curse and turn into Dunmer. Instead
they received her blessing and used their
newfound magical gifts to ascend to the
sky, building small towns and cities
where have lived ever since, looking
down on the other races of ...

2012-07-26
19:45:54

Two races - Chroma and Malachite - and
eight sets of clothes. Both race and
clothes are female only. There is a door
leading to an underground store just
outside Balmora by the Silt Strider. This
mod is only partially finished and is
being released as a modders resource if
anyone would like to fi...

2006-01-28
00:00:00

This file includes the Crystal Gazers male and female The Farm where they
live: Main House, Maze, Farm,
Mushroom Farm, Aquarium, Farmer's
Bedrooms, Dance Hall (with
companions), Guest Quarters, Guest
Bedroom, Guest Storage, and one more
room that you'll have to locate on your
own ^_...

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-7104

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
21:19:19

A female only playable race with light
grey skin, dark red hair and glowy
tattoos. Also included is a second set of
textures that eliminate all tattoos except
for a non-glowy rose on her left
shoulder.

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-7088

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
19:56:31

A race of magicians who played a little
too close to the elements and have had
their bodies permanently marked by
them.

2006-02-13
00:00:00

This is a race of purple cat people, male
and female, nude but nothing interesting
showing, no tails. There is a home in
Sadrith Mora by Maniky - the Redguard
Armorer. Behind Maniky are a couple
of baby houses. The entrance is in the
smaller of the two. Just run your curso...

2012-07-26
20:08:38

A race of female only nymphs covered
only in leaves and running around the
coast of Vvardenfell. The change made
here was to decrease the frequency of
Naiad appearance allowing other critters
to also show up.

2012-07-26
21:14:01

A while back lochnarus did me the
tremendous honor of asking me to create
a race for his El-Auri village and also to
create some robes based on Psymonisers
concepts. That project has been
cancelled due to hard drive failure, but I
still have the race and the clothes. At
loch & Psymons request, I&...

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-10417

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-7091

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-70-7103

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Name

Category

Link

Author

Date

Description

Alea's
Floating
Emporium

Stores and
merchants

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-80-5723

Lady
Rae

2011-10-02
23:18:29

Alea's Floating Emporium by Lady Rae ----------------- Version 1.009435645ish A
few purely cosmetic changes in the
store. If you like the way it looks, no
need to download this one. -------------------A bunch of clothes - all of which are
male/fem...

Dragon's
Lair

Stores and
merchants

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-80-10374

Lady
Rae

2006-01-26
00:00:00

The short version: A playable race Dragon (female only) A store - in an ice
pyramid - in Solstheim by Kaargstag
Castle Enjoy! ------------ -----

2008-06-16
00:00:00

This is a very, very large mod (over 4Gig
expanded) that puts all of the clothes,
plus a few new ones, into one area.
You can enter the Mall by finding the
purple trap door under the Silt Strider in
Ald'Rhun. Inside there are several
different stores and a few other areas...

2012-07-26
19:32:52

A male only clothing store located under
beautiful downtown Tel Branora with
magic crystal entrances in several other
locations. Changes made include tight
legged pants and boots as well as ground
meshes.

2012-07-26
20:00:48

A set of not WINX and not WITCH outfits
located in a Faerie Clothing Store run by
a not Smurf. Entry is via magic
mushrooms located in Balmora and just
south of Seyda Neen. Changes made to
this mod are also purely cosmetic in
nature.

2012-07-26
20:16:25

Clothing the nekkid people of
Morrowind. After all No Nudes is Good
Nudes. If you are offended by the
concept of NPCs wearing clothes then
this mod is not for you. There is also a
separate esp included if you want just
the clothes. IMPORTANT: You must put
this mod LAST if yo...

2007-07-17
00:00:00

This is essentially a clothing mod.
Female clothes only. NOT Lore correct.
There is a weapon available that goes
with each outfit, all are on display in the
store. The reason this is called Quest
for Clothes, is that in order to purchase
the clothes you have t...

Mall of
Insanity

BAJ
Emporium

Faerie
Clothes

No Nudes

Quest For
Clothes

Rae or the
Crazy Lady
of Ald'Ruhn
v2.5

Sachien v1.0

Uralie's
Clothes &
Armor v2.0

Flutterbyes
v.1.0

Stores and
merchants

Clothing

Clothing

Clothing

Clothing

Clothing

Clothing

Clothing

Creatures

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-80-12770

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-7084

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-7089

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-7093

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-11385

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-7097

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
20:29:02

This mod has a strange woman
wondering around Ald'Ruhn named Lady
Rae. Although fully convinced of her own
sanity, she does have some rather
strange things to say. While not
invincible, she will be rather difficult to
kill, not because you're suppose to kill
her, but only because I don't want som...

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-7099

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
20:35:45

A lady in Gnisis selling ladies clothes.
There are two sets of clothes in three
color choices each: a yellow/brown set, a
red/black set and a pink/blue set.

2008-08-11
00:00:00

In Ald'Ruhn, by the Pawn Broker's, you'll
see a little doll standing on a barrel.
That's Uralie. And she has armor and
clothes to sell. (Female only, sorry guys).
This mod shouldn't conflict with any
other mod, unless there's one that adds
something in the exact same place as
Uralie'...

2012-07-26
20:03:27

A horde of Giant Flutterbyes have
infested Morrowind. Your help is needed
to eliminate this threat. Are you up to
the challenge? PS: This is not a quest
mod - just a creature mod. The only
thing you'll get for killing the critters is
experience and some ingredients. ^_^
They ar...

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-21-12860

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-26-7090

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Name

Killing Field
& Others

Killing Fields

Backup
Heads

Lady Rae's
Morrowind
v2.0

Category

Dungeons

Dungeons

Models and
textures

Link

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-31-2670

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-31-7105

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-56-7853

Models and
http://mw.modhistory.com/download-56-10220
textures

Author

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Lady
Rae

Date

Description

2009-04-24
17:23:06

There are four different mods here. For
three you'll need both Bloodmoon and
Tribunal. For the fourth, Morrowind is
sufficient, but you'll want other plug-ins
to fully utilize it. Below is a description
of each mod. If there are known
problems (and there are in Killing Field)
you'll ...

2012-07-26
21:22:23

A 99 level hacknslash dungeon and a
merchant that wanders all over
Morrowind buying your unwanted loot.
There are also some major cheats in the
first level of the dungeon which you are
free to ignore. The change I made was to
one of the cheat items and to increase
the weight capacity of the cheat...

2005-04-10
00:00:00

This is a simple little mod. All I've done
is to take all the original heads and hairs
from Bethesda and given them a new
name (put in bck instead of b_n) and
saved it. It has been cleaned with
TESAME and should not conflict with
any other mod out there unless they
shou...

2005-11-08
00:00:00

I spilled my box of crayons on
Morrowind and this is the result. This
work is based upon the work of the fine
artists listed below. All I've done is to
change a little color here and there. But
the majority of the work was done by
these most wonderful modders. The base
of this retexture is skydye...

Neonwind
v1.0

Models and
textures

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-56-7092

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
20:13:22

I've taken some of the textures from
Lady Raes Morrowind and Neonized
them. Each type of building structure
has a separate zip file. You can extract
only the ones you want or all of them. (I
strongly recommend against putting
them all into Morrowind. Even I found
that a bit too glaring. ^_^)

Redoran
Retexture

Models and
textures

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-56-7098

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
20:33:08

A blue/grey redoing of Ald'Ruhn and
associated textures. There is no esp - it
is a texture replacer only.

Pixelate

NPCs

http://mw.modhistory.com/download-64-7094

Lady
Rae

2012-07-26
20:20:29

A cute little race that runs around
Morrowind getting into everything. But,
be warned. They pack a vicious little
sting.

